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The leading reason of death for the majority of patients with cancer is metastasis. Currently, 90% of chemotherapeutic treatments 
fail during the metastasis stage of cancer due to drug resistance. A promising approach to combat the drug resistance is 

combination therapy by at least two therapeutic agents. OTS 964 is a novel anti-cancer drug targeting TOPK pathway which is 
highly expressed in the circulating tumour cells. On the other hand, albendazole is recently recognized as an anti-cancer drug 
inhibiting tubulin polymerization. The combination of OTS 964 and albendazole not only can be employed as an effective tool 
against drug resistance but also can act against metastasis by targeting the marker of metastatic cells.

In this work, we employed pH-responsive lipid-coated calcium phosphate (LCP) nanoparticles for co-delivery of albendazole and 
OTS 964 (OTS-ABZ-LCP). OTS-ABZ-LCPs were tested against B16F0 melanoma cells, B16F10 metastatic melanoma cells and 
HUVEC cells. Cell toxicity, apoptosis induction, ROS and VEGF level and cell migration ability were measured to investigate the 
mechanism of action.

OTS-ABZ-LCPs were highly effective against B16F0 and B16F10 melanoma cells while showing no significant toxicity against 
healthy cell line, HUVEC. The results revealed that albendazole and OTS kill cancer cells in a synergistic fashion through inducing 
synergistic apoptosis induction. The treatment not only reduced VEGF expression in cancer cells but also decreased their migration 
ability and metastatic properties.

Co-delivery of albendazole and OTS 964 in LCP form can be a promising tool to overcome drug resistance in cancer cells as well 
as targeting metastasis with minimum toxicity to healthy organs. Further in vivo studies are required to confirm the results and move 
toward clinical trials.
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